The Kovacs Guide To Electronic Library Collection Development: Essential Core Subject Collections, Selection Criteria, And Guidelines, Second Edition
Synopsis

Find practical and ready-to-implement advice in this authoritative resource for building, growing, managing, and maintaining your electronic resources collection. Library Journal deemed the first edition of Diane Kovacs groundbreaking guide an essential purchase for all libraries. This new edition covers over 15 subject areas, including jobs and employment, business, medicine, law, social sciences, engineering, computer science, physical sciences, earth sciences, arts and humanities, and more. Kovacs extensively updates her coverage of Web collection development resources, licensing web-accessible resources and real-life e-library success stories. New and expanded chapters are dedicated to e-library management and maintenance including guidance on negotiating e-resource licenses and collection analysis. For each subject area, core collection development tools have been expanded to include Web 2.0 related services and government documents. A bonus companion Web site available only to purchasers of the book features ready-made, annotated links to all the sites in the book’s recommended core reference collections in each subject area that readers can import into their library’s Web site or OPAC.
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Customer Reviews

If you select fee-based online databases for any type of library, or provide lists of selected free web sites for academic and business research, you will find Kovacs book invaluable. Meticulously researched, clearly explained, and packed thoroughly with resources, this book will help and inspire you to improve your online resources and collection development plan. A chapter on licensing might
save your library money in negotiations with vendors. There are eleven chapters on resources for specific areas of research including legal, business, medical, and social sciences. If you are a student assigned to create a collection development plan for online resources, use this book as your essential mentor and tour guide. Based on the existing literature and a 2008 survey of hundreds of librarians from academic, public, special, and other types of libraries, Kovacs includes many "top-five" lists of fee-based services, ready-reference tools, websites, and much, much more. The book includes the password to a website with updated info, so it will stay current. Diane K. Kovacs did the research for you and explained it all so well - use this book to improve or build your e-library!
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